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Chairman’s Massege
My first and obvious duty is to thank the Chief Executive and her management team
for steering us through the toughest year in our nine year history. Financially we are
back on course but this is due to the sacrifice and hard work of our team. We have
survived when many similar organisations have collapsed. Thank you also to our fine
Trustees whose guidance and attention to detail let us to make some very necessary
changes in our financial systems.
Our customer facing staff and many of our managers have changed as our contracts
changed and it was a tear to part with familiar faces who had served us well but, with
the odd exception, they remain our friends.
We welcome the move by all three political parties to give a local focus to problem
solving. We will benefit from such moves and we can respond because we have the
skilled and willing staff whose ages, ethnicity and sex reflect the population they
serve.
What we do not have is the financial creditworthiness and resilience, of government
organisations. Contracts that offer no start up money, start late and which demand
a huge and expensive effort to chase overdue payments are a threat to the viability
of any going local policy. Whilst policy seems to be for small and going locally; practice on contracts seems to be ever larger and going nationally.
One final thanks is to Futurebuilders who have sympathetically responded to us as
we went through a difficult year and now look to new arrangements as things
improve.
One exciting development is the opening of our new centres including our Learndirect centre and our centre in Manchester and the Board will consider extending our
reach internationally.
Brian Mc Andrew
Executive Chair

CEO’S Report
The year 2008-2009 has been a year of realisation and reflection for FRF.
We have realised the important role that we can play in the policy arena and
how we can bring practical innovative approaches to both national and international themes.
We have realised how vulnerable the third sector is to the whims of the public
sector and what an important role lobbying can play in highlighting important issues which impact on the third sector.
We have realised that if the spirit is willing, the way will appear. The faith communities are resilient and steadfast in the face of hardship and uncertainty.
Faith definitely has a contribution to make to social justice, empowerment of
the poor and the promotion of transparency in the public sector.
One of the most inspirational moments for us this year has been the election
of Barack Obama as the first Black President of the USA.
We have reflected on the way FRF has been working and delivering its services
and used this year to give some thought to how FRF will position itself for a
world hit by the recession, the impact of climate change and international
politics.
We have reflected on the sad loss through redundancies of a number of our
excellent staff whom we could not hold onto because of a lack of funding.
With the departure of these staff not only have we lost good people but we
have lost a wealth of experience and expertise which had been developed
over a number of years.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank our Chair Brian McAndew and
the Board of Trustees along with the staff for their support and commitment
to making FRF a successful and reputable organisation.
Dr Husna
Cheif Executive Officer

Our Projects
Skills Training
Since our inception we have placed over 2,000 unemployed into sustainable jobs. Our dedicated
team of advisors offer end to end employability services to our clients that cover initial assessment, employability mapping, CV writing, mock interviews and job search support. They are fully
training and experienced in identifying individual barriers to work and tailoring their provision to
meet the needs of the individual and move them back into employment
Learndirect
Faith Regen Foundation was delighted to secure a Learndirect contract from Ufi.
FRF’s Centre in Bounds Green opened in September 2009 and has gone from strength to strength.
The Skills for Life provision is very popular with local people because of the quiet and modern
learning environment and FRF’s experienced and committed tutors. FRF also recognised the
importance of supporting parents access to courses and now has a creche every Wednesday
which has been an enormous success. Because of the success of this centre FRF has also started
delivering our Learndirect services from our centres in Turnpike Lane and Whitechapel.
Manchester DWP Provision
Faith Regen Foundation in Manchester!
Faith Regen Foundation was very excited to secure a contract for ESOL training in Manchester as
it enables FRF to extend culturally and faith sensitive employment and training services to other
parts of the country.
In partnership with Working Links we have been delivering this English language, DWP funded,
training project in Manchester since August 2008. We provide support to pre entry ESOL clients
through a 13 week ESOL course interwined with a job search and job brokerage element which
aims to break down the barriers to employment and move these clients into work. This project has
been very successful and we have delivered the provision to over 90 clients.
A4E ESOL for Parents
This training project, delivered in partnership with A4E started in January 2009 and provides
English language support to low earning parents. FRF is responsible for outreaching to parents
and delivering entry level 1 and 2 ESOL classes to parents in Tower Hamlets, London. We also have
jobsearch, job brokerage and work placement elements on this program which aims to encourage these clients to move into sustainable employment. We have so far delivered to 29 clients.
Aspire
We delivered a small project for the Raynes Foundation which delivered ESOL training for
refugees and asylum seekers.
Brent EZ Lone Parents Programme
In November 2008 we secured a lone parents support project to be delivered in the London
Borough of Brent in partnership with Working Links. FRF is responsible for engaging with lone
parents in Brent and providing a six week employability and work placement programme.

This is broken down into 2 weeks of in class training, a 3 week work placement and a final week of
jobsearch with the aim of using a range of interventions to help individuals into sustainable
employment.
New Horizons employability project
In partnership with 5E FRF delivered ‘New Horizons’ LDA funded pan-London project
from our centre in Haringey. The aim of the project is to help unemployed
people into jobs through Workplacement and Employability Skills programmes.
So far we have engaged with more than 200 clients. This project has generated
huge interest from individuals wishing to receive our support to access the labour
market in order to improve their life chances.
Hackney New Deal
FRF has continued to successfully deliver the New Deal programme in Hackney in partnership
with Working Links. Our employability programme lasts for 13 weeks during which we use a wide
range of tailored initiatives get our clients into employment. These
range from CV writing and work placements to industry specific courses.
TNG Breaking the Cycle
In partnership with TNG , this LDA funded programme is deliverd by a consortium of eight providers targetting unemployed and economically inactive individuals in South London. The
programme provides work experience, accredited and non accredited training, mentoring,
jobsearch, IAG and in work support as well as referring clients onto further eduaction. The
programme is particularly exciting and innovative as it moves away from pure job brokerage and
encourages the delivery of a host of interventions to a single client. This approach as been very
successful and as a result the performance targets are high.
Access All Areas – 2008 - LDA
The Lead Partner for this project was Lifeline. The project is funded by LDA. FRF is responsible for
achieving an output of 25 Clait Level 1 qualifications. Delivery is from February 2008 until June
2008.
Routes to Employment
Routes to Employment was a project funded by the LDA which finished this year. It aimed to
support the transition of BME groups, mainly refugee groups into society. ESOL is initially delivered in a faith/culturally sensitive environment and focused on entry to employment in the catering, cleaning and construction sectors. FRF achieved all the project outcomes.
Community Parents
Community Parents delivered from April 2007 to March 2008 received funding from the European
Social Fund and London Councils to the value of £171,000 to skill 100 BME lone parents to gain
qualifications and training in child care. Project outcomes included: 20 awarded Childcare NVQ
Level 1; 20 awarded childcare NVQ Level 2 qualifications; 22 completing short courses. FRF has so
far over delivered on two targets by 50% and is expected to deliver on the remaining target by the
completion date of the project.
Work Directions – Workplacement
We secured a small lone parents support project to be delivered in the London Borough of
Haringey in partnership with Work Directions. FRF successfully engaged with lone parents in
Haringey and provided a work placement programme.

Capacity Building
FaithAction
FaithAction is an OTS funded national network that acts as the voice of faith and
community organisations delivering public services. FaithAction was developed
through a partnership between three leading faith-based organisations –
LifeLine, Faithworks and the Faith Regen Foundation who acted as the national
partners. These partners co-ordinated the nine regional offices spanning the UK.
FaithAction aims to bring together and represent grassroots organisations that
are delivering or seeking to deliver public services. It will help them access
funds, deliver
contracts and create more effective partnerships with the government. The
network is motivated by a belief in the need to strengthen public service delivery by faith-based and community organisations. Through weekly and monthly
newsletters, capacity building events, a national conference and regional
helplines FaithAction provided support to 100’s of Faith-based organizations
and developed a network with a membership of over 1000.
From April 2009 Faith Action will deliver a project funded by the Department of
Health and continues to provide capacity building and information to Faithbased organizations as well as being the voice of faith-based organizations at a
local and government level.
For more information visit the website www.faithaction.net

Due Credit
We delivered a project for the HMRC which raised awareness of the myriad of
benefits which are available to people in the UK.

The year of resilience
June 08 - Dr Husna at No 10
Dr Husna Ahmad, FRF CEO speaks at 10 Downing Street on the important role of faith-inspired
organisations in community work
Dr. Husna Ahmad, CEO of the Faith Regen Foundation, was invited to address the guests at a
special event at Number 10 Downing Street hosted by Prime Minister Gordon Brown and Hazel
Blears, Minister for Communities and Local Government. The event organised by Faith Works
celebrated the impressive achievements of faith-inspired organisations in community work. Dr.
Ahmad highlighted the powerful potential of multi-faith organisations such as Faith Regen Foundation for furthering social harmony by empowering individuals and communities.
June 08 - Women’s Conference
From 16 – 18 June 2008 the Faith Regen Foundation together with the United Methodist Committee on Relief [UMCOR] hosted a conference on “Women’s role in promoting peaceful coexistence”
in central London. Over 100 delegates and participants from the UK and abroad came together
for this event to inspire each other and to exchange experiences and views in this timely discussion. Prominent keynote speakers included H.E. the Vice President of The Gambia, Rt Hon Baroness Uddin, Rt Hon Stephen Timms MP, Minister for Employment and Welfare Reform at the Department for Works and Pensions, , and Meg Munn MP Parliamentary Undersecretary of State at the
Foreign and Commonwealth Office, , as well as many other influential figures. The intention
behind the event was to bring together practitioners, and policy makers from UK as well as from
abroad to gain an overview of the existing work being done to promote peaceful coexistence
between diverse communities. The discussion was informed in particular by the contributions of
the delegates from The Gambia, Israel, Bosnia-Herzegovina and Sri Lanka, who provided important new insights for the UK-debate on how best to prevent violent extremism and promote
peaceful coexistence.
July 08 - Bounds Green office
Last year Faith Regen Foundation was selected as a Future Builders investee. This enabled FRF to
acquire a new Head Office and Training Centre in Bounds Green, Haringey. FRF moved into the
new premises in July 2008. This is a huge achievement due to the stringent procedures we had to
undergo to secure the investment.
August - New Hackney site
Faith Regen Foundation needed a bigger centre in Hackney to deliver its expanding New Deal
provision and other employability projects. In August 2008 FRF, with the support of Working Links
moved in a bigger and better centre on Wells Street, Hackney. This centre has the capacity to
handle 100 clients a day and has ensured that we can provide an even higher quality service for
more individuals in the community.
FRF in Manchester
Faith Regen Foundation established its own centre in Manchester. This is a very exciting development and is due to the increasing national recognition of the important work we do.

September 08 – Learndirect Centre
In September 2009 FRF’s Learndirect Centre in Bounds Green opened delivering Skills for Life
courses. The centre has become a lively and popular centre of learning and continues to go from
strength to strength.
October 08 – FiLE seminar
FiLE is a new network working to create coordinated faith-community responses to the issues
facing London 's economy. FiLE’s first event in October 2008, which Faith Regen Foundation
helped organise was a seminar on the topic of Ethics in a global economy and. It was a successful
and highly topical exploration of faith perspectives on business ethics, at the level both of the
global economy and the individual workplace. Contributors included: Saif Ahmad (Muslim Aid);
Jay Lakhani (Hindu Academy), Dr. Edmund Newell (St Paul's Institute)
November 08 - Dr Husna in Kuwait
In November Dr Husna was invited by the Kuwaiti government to be part of a British Muslim
women’s delegation to the Grand Mosque of Kuwait. She did a presentation on the work of FRF in
the UK.
December 08- Sri Lanka
Dr Husna Ahmad, FRF CEO, was invited to speak at a Peace Conference which took place in Sri
Lanka in December 2008. The conference entitled ‘Moving Beyond Conflict: Spirituality as a
Resource for Reconciliation and Reconstruction.’ co hosted by the Congress of Religions, Mahabodhi Society, The Methodist Church Sri Lanka, the Hindu Priest’s Council, Muslim Aid Sri Lanka
(MASL) and the United Methodist Committee on Relief (UMCOR) was organised in Colombo. The
conference provided a forum to identify and harness resources of spirituality to build bridges
across divides from ethnic, religious, territorial and language differences so that people can move
beyond the stalemate of the violent conflict and constructively reposition themselves.
Dr Husna spoke at the conference on the topic of ‘Faith and Identity’ from a UK perspective, drawing on the findings from the ‘Women’s Role in Peaceful Co-existence’ conference hosted earlier in
the year.
January 09 – Tony McNulty visit
In January Faith Regen Foundation were delighted to welcome the new Minister for Welfare and
Employment Reform, Rt Hon Tony Mcnulty MP to the head office and Learndirect Centre in
Bounds Green. The Minister spent time with senior managers and Board members of Faith Regen
Foundation discussing FRF’s innovative approach to engaging and placing disadvantaged BAME
individuals into the labour market. He then met with FRF staff members and beneficiaries and was
particularly pleased that FRF recruits clients from its programmes into its own workforce. FRF’s
Programme Manager, commented that a key to FRF’s success is that clients enter our doors and
‘see themselves behind the desk’. FRF is very proud of its diverse and talented workforce who
provide support to the unemployed through tailored interventions that recognise the clients
specific needs.
Tony McNulty MP was impressed by FRF’s busy LearnDirect centre. He agreed to consider what
support the government could provide to small but successful third sector organisations to help
them survive in this economic climate.

Treasurer’s Report
The economic downturn and the credit crunch resulted in incoming resources decreasing
by 21%. However, the group deficit for the year showed an improvement of 28%. In spite of
the adverse operating conditions and tight financial constraints during the year lower
resources were expended in the management and administration of the group without
compromising the level of essential services to the beneficiaries. The savings in the operating costs were achieved by tighter financial and management controls during the year.
Despite the deficit for the year the Foundation still has a healthy reserve position and
adequate resources are anticipated to forthcoming in the following year to allow the
Charity to continue to operate for the foreseeable future and build up on the reserves.

Consolidated Balance Sheet
As at 31st March 2009

Tangible Fixed Assets
Current Assets
Current Liabilities
Net Current (liabilities)/assets
Total assets less current liabilities
Creditors-Property Loan

2009
£000
1,076
137
313
-176
400
834

2008
£000
895
325
151
173
1,069
816

A copy of the consolidated report and accounts for the year which received an unqualified
audit opinion is available at the company's offices.

Consolidated Statement of Financial Activities
For the year 31st March 2009
2009
£000
Total Incoming Resources
857
Total Resources expended
1,044
Net (expenditure) for the year
-187

2008
£000
1,084
1,343
-259
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